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ABSTRACT 

Introduction 
Randomised trials are often funded by commercial companies and methodological studies support a 
widely held suspicion that commercial funding may influence trial results and conclusions. How-
ever, these studies often have a risk of confounding and reporting bias. The risk of confounding is 
markedly reduced in meta-epidemiological studies that compare fairly similar trials within meta-
analyses, and risk of reporting bias is reduced with access to unpublished data. Therefore, we initi-
ated the COMFIT (COMmercial Funding In Trials) study aimed at investigating the impact of com-
mercial funding on estimated intervention effects in randomised clinical trials based on a consor-
tium of researchers who agreed to share meta-epidemiological study datasets with information on 
meta-analyses and trials included in meta-epidemiological studies. Here, we describe the COMFIT 
study, its database, and descriptive results. 

Methods 
We included meta-epidemiological studies with published or unpublished data on trial funding 
source and results or conclusions. We searched five bibliographic databases and other sources. We 
invited authors of eligible meta-epidemiological studies to join the COMFIT consortium and to 
share data. The final construction of the COMFIT database involves checking data quality, identify-
ing trial references, harmonising variable categories, and removing non-informative meta-analyses 
as well as correlated meta-analyses and trial results. 

Preliminary results 
We included data from 17 meta-epidemiological studies, covering 728 meta-analyses and 6841 tri-
als. Seven studies (405 meta-analyses, 3272 trials) had not published analyses on the impact of 
commercial funding, but shared unpublished data on funding source. 

Conclusions 
We established the COMFIT consortium and database. Once completed, the database will enable 
comprehensive analyses of the impact of commercial funding on trial results and conclusions with 
increased statistical power and a markedly reduced risk of confounding and reporting bias. 

Abstract word count: 277 

KEYWORDS 
Commercial funding, meta-epidemiology, data sharing, data management, randomised clinical tri-
als, bias.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Results from randomised clinical trials often have substantial impact on patient care. When several 
trials are summarised in systematic reviews, these reviews may also impact on treatment recom-
mendations and clinical practice.1,2 It is therefore essential that trial results are unbiased. 

Randomised clinical trials are often funded by commercial companies and trial reports are often 
written by authors with financial ties to such companies. In a random sample of 195 drug trials, 
69% of the trials were commercially funded and 68% had principal authors with financial ties to 
drug manufacturers.3 

It is widely suspected that such financial conflicts of interest impact on trial results and conclusions, 
which is supported by numerous methodological studies. A Cochrane Review of 75 methodological 
studies investigated the impact of commercial funding on primary research studies, mainly random-
ised trials.4 Commercially funded studies more often had favourable conclusions (relative risk (RR) 
1.34, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.19 to 1.51) and statistically favourable results (RR 1.27, 95% 
CI 1.17 to 1.37) compared with non-commercially funded studies. 

However, the majority of studies included in the Cochrane Review had a risk of confounding, be-
cause they compared trials that likely differed for other reasons than funding source. This means 
that the reported association between commercial funding and favourable conclusions may, to an 
unknown extent, be influenced by other factors than funding source, for example by differences in 
trial outcomes. 

This risk of confounding is markedly reduced in meta-epidemiological studies. A meta-epidemio-
logical study samples meta-analyses of randomised trials. Estimated intervention effects, for exam-
ple odds ratio (OR), are then summarised separately for trials with and without a certain characteris-
tic (e.g. commercial funding) within each meta-analysis. This ensures comparison of trials with 
fairly similar groups of participants, experimental intervention, control, and outcomes. The results 
of each within-meta-analysis comparison are then summarised across meta-analyses providing an 
estimate of the average impact, for example in the form of a ratio of odds ratios (ROR). A ROR is 
based on the ratio between the summary OR for trials with the characteristic and the summary OR 
for trials without the characteristic.5 Thus, an additional strength of a meta-epidemiological study 
design is that it enables a direct analysis of the magnitude of estimated intervention effects (in con-
trast to occurrence of statistically favourable results that is based on direction and statistically sig-
nificance of the effect). 

In a preliminary systematic review, we identified and summarised meta-epidemiological studies of 
the impact of commercial funding on estimated intervention effects in randomised trials. Based on 
published data from eight meta-epidemiological studies we found no statistically significant associ-
ation in our pooled analysis. However, a subgroup analysis revealed an uncertain impact and sug-
gested that trials with high risk of commercial funder influence, on average, have exaggerated inter-
vention effects.6 During that process, we also identified surprisingly many meta-epidemiological 
studies with unpublished data on trial funding source. While reporting bias has mainly been studied 
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in the context of clinical trials, it is probably a generic phenomenon and may potentially influence 
both methodological and meta-epidemiological studies. 

We initiated the COMFIT (COMmercial Funding In Trials) study in response to the methodological 
and statistical challenges of previous empirical studies in the area. The basic idea of the COMFIT 
study was to assess the impact of commercial funding on trial estimated intervention effects, statis-
tically results, and conclusions in a way that reduced risk of confounding and reporting bias. The 
basic study approach was to identify meta-epidemiological studies with published or unpublished 
data on funding source, and to establish a consortium of researchers willing to share meta-analysis 
and trial data (as collected by the authors of the meta-epidemiological studies, i.e. data on the in-
cluded trials and information on the meta-analyses the trials were included from) for the construc-
tion of a combined database. Many meta-analyses of randomised trials are needed to estimate the 
impact of a trial characteristic with precision and to examine variability in a potential impact.5 
Therefore, we combined data from multiple meta-epidemiological studies. Below, we describe the 
establishment of the COMFIT consortium, detail the procedures for constructing the COMFIT data-
base, and provide descriptive results of the included meta-epidemiological studies. 

AIMS OF THE COMFIT STUDY 
The primary aim of the COMFIT study is to investigate the impact of commercial funding (i.e. 
commercial funding per se and risk of commercial funder influence separately) on estimated inter-
vention effects in randomised clinical trials. 

The secondary aims are to investigate 1) the impact of commercial funding on occurrence of statis-
tically favourable results, favourable conclusions, and concordance between results and conclu-
sions; and 2) the impact of trial authors’ financial conflicts of interest on estimated intervention ef-
fects. 

Supplementary aims are to investigate a dose-response relation of degree of commercial funding on 
estimated intervention effects in trials as well as the relation between commercial funding and risk 
of bias in trials.  

METHODS 

Eligibility criteria for meta-epidemiological studies 
We included meta-epidemiological studies that enabled a within meta-analysis comparison of trials 
with and without: 1) commercial funding per se, i.e. trials with commercial funding vs. trials with-
out commercial funding, 2) risk of commercial funder influence, as assessed by the authors of the 
meta-epidemiological studies, i.e. trials with a high risk of a commercial funder having a direct in-
fluence on trial design, conduct, analysis, or reporting (e.g. trials funded by pharmaceutical compa-
nies that also conducted the statistical analyses) vs. trials with no commercial funding or low risk of 
commercial funder influence, or 3) trial authors’ financial conflicts of interest, i.e. trials with au-
thors that had any financial ties with commercial companies vs. trials without authors with such 
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ties. We included meta-epidemiological studies investigating meta-analyses of any type of interven-
tion (e.g. drug and non-drug interventions) and comparison (e.g. placebo and head-to-head compari-
sons). 

We included meta-epidemiological studies with published or unpublished data on estimated inter-
vention effects, statistically favourable results (i.e. statistically significant effect estimates favoura-
ble towards the experimental intervention), favourable conclusions (i.e. conclusions favourable to-
wards the experimental intervention), or concordance between results and conclusions (i.e. favoura-
ble conclusions supported by statistically favourable results). 

We also included meta-epidemiological studies with data on commercial funding, but with no pub-
lished analysis on impact of commercial funding, as funding source was considered a basic charac-
teristic or adjustment factor. This was, for example, the case in a meta-epidemiological study inves-
tigating the impact of single-centre trial status on estimated intervention effects and performed anal-
yses adjusted for trial funding source.7 With access to meta-analysis and trial data, we could calcu-
late the direct impact of commercial funding. 

Types of outcomes 
We included meta-epidemiological studies in which it was possible to extract or calculate ROR for 
our primary, secondary, or supplementary aims. If a meta-epidemiological study investigated con-
tinuous outcomes (e.g. pain on a rating scale), we converted standardised mean difference (SMD) to 
log OR and difference in standardised mean difference (dSMD) to log ROR.8 

Search strategy and study inclusion 
We searched PubMed, Embase, and Cochrane Methodology Register (from inception to June 2020) 
for eligible meta-epidemiological studies. We used the search strategy for PubMed presented in Ap-
pendix A and adapted it for the other databases. The search strategy was based on search terms used 
in searches for Cochrane Reviews on commercial funding4,9,10 and was developed in collaboration 
with information specialists. We searched Web of Science for studies citing any of the included 
meta-epidemiological studies (from inception to June 2020) or any of the 75 studies included in the 
updated Cochrane Review on commercial funding from 2017 (from inception to March 2020).4 We 
searched Google Scholar (from inception to March 2020) using standard phrases (Appendix B). We 
sorted by relevance and screened the first 30 records of each search. 

We searched references of included meta-epidemiological studies. We searched 2014-2020 pro-
ceedings from Cochrane Colloquia,11 Peer Review Congresses,12 and the Clinical Trials Methodol-
ogy Conferences13 for relevant studies. We assessed all meta-epidemiological studies included in a 
systematic review of meta-epidemiological studies by Dechartres and colleagues,14 all included and 
excluded studies in the updated Cochrane Review on commercial funding from 2017,4 and all ex-
cluded studies from the previous 2012 version.15  

Finally, we searched PubMed (from inception to April 2020) for meta-epidemiological studies in 
general (with no search restrictions to terms associated with funding) using the search strategy in 
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Appendix C. We then randomly choose a sample of 20 studies to assess whether they had unre-
ported data on funding. For each meta-epidemiological study, we contacted the authors and en-
quired whether they had collected trial funding information. 

One reviewer (CHN) screened titles and abstracts for evident exclusions, and two reviewers (CHN, 
and either SA, MHAG, or DRTL) assessed full text of potentially eligible meta-epidemiological 
studies. 

Establishing the COMFIT consortium 
To enable analysis of meta-analysis and trial data we established a collaborative network, the COM-
FIT consortium. The consortium is based on sharing data from all included meta-epidemiological 
studies. 

The COMFIT consortium consists of authors of the included meta-epidemiological studies and ex-
perts in meta-epidemiology or conflicts of interest research. We contacted the corresponding author 
of each included meta-epidemiological study by email and/or telephone and invited lead authors 
(e.g. first, senior, or corresponding authors) to join the consortium and share their datasets. 

Early on, we developed a data stewardship plan outlining our principles for data sharing. We con-
sider ourselves stewards of the datasets that belong to the meta-epidemiological study authors. Our 
plan stated that data would not be shared or used for other purposes than the COMFIT study with-
out consent and that funding sources of the meta-epidemiological studies would be recognised in 
the final publication of the COMFIT study. 

Constructing the COMFIT database 
We are constructing the COMFIT database through the following steps: checking data quality, iden-
tifying references for included randomised trials, assigning unique identity numbers, constructing 
datasets for meta-epidemiological studies without access to meta-analysis and trial data, classifying 
variables, removing non-informative meta-analyses, and removing correlated meta-analyses and 
trial results. Our plan for constructing the COMFIT database is inspired by the methods used in the 
BRANDO (Bias in Randomised and Observational Studies) study.16 The data will be handled by 
Excel, STATA, and Python. 

Checking data quality 
In principle, each meta-epidemiological study dataset involves three levels of information: 1) in-
cluded systematic reviews, 2) meta-analyses in each systematic review, and 3) randomised trials in 
each meta-analysis. 

For each meta-epidemiological study dataset, one reviewer will check the data quality by comparing 
information in the dataset with the study publication. First, we plan to check that the number of in-
cluded meta-analyses and trials in the dataset match the numbers in the study publication. In case of 
discrepancies, we will consult with the meta-epidemiological study authors. If the authors are not 
able to clarify, we plan to exclude any meta-analyses and trials from the dataset if not included in 
the study publication. 
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Second, we plan to check that the number of trials with and without commercial funding in the da-
taset match the numbers in the study publication. For meta-epidemiological studies that primarily 
investigate a different trial characteristic, but have data on commercial funding as a basic character-
istic or adjustment factor, we plan to check that the number of trials with and without the essential 
trial characteristic (e.g. blinding) in the dataset match the numbers reported in the study publication. 
If these are consistent, we will proceed with the dataset. 

Identifying references for included randomised trials 
If some of the meta-epidemiological study datasets do not list references for the included trials (but 
solely use ID numbers), one reviewer will attempt to identify references. First, we plan to identify 
the relevant meta-analysis. From all the meta-analyses included in the concerned systematic review 
publication, we will identify the one where the experimental intervention, control, and outcome 
measure match the information in the meta-epidemiological study dataset. Next, we plan to identify 
the relevant trials. From the meta-analysis, we will compare number of participants in the experi-
mental and control groups with the meta-epidemiological study dataset for each trial. When these 
numbers match, we will retrieve the trial reference from the systematic review. If we are not able to 
identify a reference, we plan to exclude the trial. 

After having identified references for all included trials, we plan to automatically obtain PubMed 
identifier numbers (PMID numbers) for included meta-analyses and trials. To do this, we will im-
plement a script in Python based on PubMed’s Entrez application programming interface (API). 
Based on information on first author, publication year, and publication title, the script automatically 
searches the PubMed database. From the list of returned results, it determines the most likely by 
calculating the difference between the expected title and each of the returned titles. This calculation 
is based on the FuzzyWuzzy Python package’s Levenshtein distance17,18 implemented using 95% as 
the minimum match threshold. The PMID number of the results with the highest matching scores 
are retrieved and stored against the corresponding record. We will not obtain identification numbers 
from other databases, when meta-analyses and trials are not indexed in PubMed. 

Assigning unique identity numbers 
We plan to assign each meta-analysis and trial included in the COMFIT database with a unique 
identity number. 

Constructing datasets for meta-epidemiological studies without access to meta-analysis and trial 
data 
For two included meta-epidemiological studies, we were unable to obtain meta-analysis and trial 
data and we therefore planned to use published summary results. In one of the meta-epidemiologi-
cal studies, the authors no longer had copies of the dataset and trial funding source was coded as 
part of a quality assessment tool. The authors investigated whether different methods of quality as-
sessment provided different estimated intervention effects, and they did not analyse the direct im-
pact of funding source.19,20 Reporting of data did not enable us to construct a dataset with meta-
analysis and trial data. 
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For the second meta-epidemiological study, the direct impact of commercial funding was analysed, 
but using published summary results proved a challenge, as results from the same analysis differed 
between two study publications.21,22  We contacted the authors, but they no longer had copies of the 
statistical code nor access to the programs needed to clarify. However, we were able to construct a 
dataset with meta-analysis and trial data based on the published information and the included meta-
analyses. Two reviewers (CHN and DRTL) independently selected one meta-analysis from the each 
included systematic review, extracted data, and coded type of trial funding and trial authors’ finan-
cial conflicts of interest (Appendix D). 

Classification of variables for the COMFIT database 
The COMFIT database will contain variables on funding and conflicts of interest, outcome varia-
bles, as well as co-variates for analyses (Table 1 and Appendix E). Data for the variables will pri-
marily be collected from the meta-epidemiological study datasets, and in most cases we will rely on 
the coding done by the authors of the included meta-epidemiological studies. If a variable is not 
available in the meta-epidemiological study dataset, we plan to categorise it based on information 
on meta-analyses and, if necessary, on trials. For example, we plan to categorise the type of out-
come for each meta-analysis in the COMFIT database based on information available in the meta-
epidemiological study datasets or publications. 

For each variable, we plan to develop coding categories for the COMFIT database, and convert the 
categorisation from individual meta-epidemiological studies into common categorisations for the 
COMFIT database. Two reviewers will discuss and agree on the categorisation of each meta-epide-
miological study and a third reviewer will verify the categorisation of commercial funding. For ex-
ample, if a meta-epidemiological study coded trial conclusions using the following three categories: 
negative with harmful effects, negative with no beneficial effect, and positive with beneficial ef-
fects; we plan to convert them into the following COMFIT categorisation: unfavourable towards the 
experimental intervention (covering trials coded as negative) and favourable towards the experi-
mental intervention (covering trials coded as positive). 

For each meta-analysis, two reviewers will independently code the direction of estimated interven-
tion effects in included randomised trials based on reporting of the meta-epidemiological study or 
dataset. If not clear from the reporting, we plan to look within each included meta-analysis to deter-
mine direction. We will ensure that OR<1 or SMD<0 indicate a beneficial effect of the experi-
mental intervention and reverse the effect estimates if necessary. If we are not able to confirm the 
direction, we plan to exclude the meta-analysis. 

Removing non-informative meta-analyses 
For meta-analyses to be included in the COMFIT database they have to include at least one trial 
with and one trial without commercial funding (i.e. they have to be informative). For example, if all 
trials in a meta-analysis have commercial funding, this meta-analysis would not be informative. We 
plan to remove non-informative meta-analyses, defined as meta-analyses not contributing to the 
analysis of at least one of our primary, secondary, or supplementary aims. 
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Removing correlated meta-analyses and trial results 
The same systematic review, and thereby the selected meta-analyses and trials, may be included in 
multiple meta-epidemiological studies. Correlated meta-analyses and trial results may impact effect 
estimates from analyses made on the basis of the COMFIT database. For example, if a commer-
cially funded trial showing a large effect of the experimental intervention is included more than 
once, this may overestimate the average impact of commercial funding. Also, this dependency in 
data may decrease standard errors and thus cause confidence intervals to be too narrow. Therefore, 
we plan to remove correlated meta-analyses and trial results from the COMFIT database. Based on 
first author and publication year, title, and PMID number, we will use Excel and STATA to identify 
correlated meta-analyses and trial results. 

We define correlated meta-analyses as meta-analyses included from the same systematic review or 
two versions of the same Cochrane Review. The meta-analyses may be correlated, when separate 
meta-analyses are included from the same systematic review (e.g. meta-analyses investigating dif-
ferent outcomes) or when the same meta-analysis is included in multiple meta-epidemiological 
studies. Likewise, we define correlated trial results as separate trial results being included from the 
same trial or the same trial result being included in multiple meta-epidemiological studies. We use 
the term correlated as data from the meta-analyses and trial results may not be completely identical 
due to analytical choices made by meta-epidemiological study authors. 

For correlated meta-analyses, we will first exclude the ones with the fewest included trials. If all 
correlated meta-analyses include the same number of trials, we will exclude the ones with the few-
est included participants. If this cannot yield a decision, we will exclude meta-analyses at random. 

For correlated trial results, we will first exclude trial results that do not turn an informative meta-
analysis non-informative by excluding them. If this rule cannot yield a decision, we will exclude the 
trial results that are based on the fewest included participants in the relevant analysis. If all corre-
lated trial results include the same number of participants, we will exclude trial results at random. 

Data analysis plan 
Based on the COMFIT database, we plan to use Bayesian hierarchical models (model developed by 
Rhodes and colleagues23) to estimate ROR and heterogeneity statistics (Phi and Lambda) for each 
meta-epidemiological study. We will pool measures from each meta-epidemiological study using 
inverse-variance random-effects meta-analyses. 

In our analyses, we will address each COMFIT study aim separately. We plan to investigate a dose-
response relation by analysing estimated intervention effects between randomised trials with full 
commercial funding, some commercial funding (e.g. publicly funded trials with free provision of 
trial intervention by commercial manufacturer), and no commercial funding. We plan to analyse the 
relation between trial funding source and risk of bias by performing analyses adjusted for risk of 
bias as well as interaction analyses. We also plan to conduct sensitivity and subgroup analyses, for 
example by comparing different types of experimental interventions. A detailed analysis plan is un-
der development and will be made publicly available before data analysis. 
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RESULTS 

We identified 18 eligible meta-epidemiological studies and 17 were included in the COMFIT data-
base, as we obtained meta-analysis and trial data (Figure 1). The authors of sixteen studies supplied 
us with a dataset7,24-38 and we were able to construct a dataset for one study.21 Study authors of the 
last meta-epidemiological study from 1998 no longer had copies of the dataset (11 meta-analyses 
and 127 trials).19,20 We did not identify any unpublished meta-epidemiological studies or protocols 
for planned meta-epidemiological studies. 

Eight of the meta-epidemiological studies (274 meta-analyses and 3059 trials) had published results 
on the impact of commercial funding on estimated intervention effects based on a within-meta-anal-
ysis approach, and two additional studies (49 meta-analyses and 510 trials) had published results on 
the impact, but not based on a within meta-analysis approach. The remaining seven studies (405 
meta-analyses and 3272 trials) had collected data on commercial funding as a descriptive or adjust-
ment factor, but did not report any analyses on the impact of commercial funding in the study publi-
cation. 

The 17 meta-epidemiological studies contributed with 728 meta-analyses (median 33, range 6 to 
156) and 6841 trials (median 326, range 32 to 1236). These meta-analyses and trials will be inte-
grated into the COMFIT database, but the number will decrease as part of our procedures for check-
ing data quality, identifying references for included trials, classifying variables, excluding non-in-
formative meta-analyses, and removing correlated meta-analyses and trial results. 

Publications from the 17 meta-epidemiological studies were published between 2003 and 2021. Ten 
studies investigated trials within specific clinical specialties or diseases (e.g. critical care or osteoar-
thritis), whereas the remaining seven studies sampled trials from multiple specialties. Fourteen stud-
ies investigated a mixture of outcomes, two studies included only patient-reported pain outcomes, 
and one study included only mortality as an outcome (Table 1). 

DISCUSSION 
We established The COMFIT consortium for data sharing and initiated the development of a data-
base combining meta-analysis and trial data on commercial funding and trial estimated intervention 
effects, statistically results and conclusions from 17 meta-epidemiological studies including 728 
meta-analyses and 6841 trials. The COMFIT database will enable comprehensive analyses with in-
creased statistical power and a markedly reduced risk of confounding and reporting bias. 

Strengths and challenges of the COMFIT study 
To our knowledge, the COMFIT study will be the largest study of multiple meta-epidemiological 
study datasets. We obtained meta-analysis and trial data from 17 of 18 studies (99% of meta-anal-
yses and 98% of trials). The only other study that combined data from meta-epidemiological studies 
is the BRANDO study that investigated the impact of trial characteristics on estimated intervention 
effects. The BRANDO study combined data from seven meta-epidemiological studies and con-
tained 234 meta-analyses and 1973 trials.39 Thus, the size of COMFIT will likely surpass quite con-
siderably that of the BRANDO study. 
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We included meta-analysis and trial data from all eligible meta-epidemiological studies, with the 
exception of one study for which data were no longer available. However, this study was likely too 
small for its omission to affect the results made on the basis of the COMFIT database. In contrast, 
systematic reviews often rely solely on published summary data,40 and meta-analyses based on indi-
vidual participant data often only obtain data from a subset of eligible studies.41 The willingness to 
share datasets by the meta-epidemiological research teams is likely a combination of meta-epidemi-
ological studies being conducted by methodologically trained researches with a strong ethos of data 
sharing and an understanding of its scientific potential, data sharing becoming more and more ac-
cepted, and our procedures involving, for example, clear data sharing agreements. Our approach let 
to the inclusion of data from nine meta-epidemiological studies (62% of meta-analyses and 55% of 
trials) that based on published summary data alone would not have been eligible. 

The COMFIT database provides an opportunity to perform analyses with a markedly reduced risk 
of confounding as the compared trials will have fairly similar groups of participants, experimental 
intervention, control, and outcomes. The analyses will be more reliable than simply conducting a 
meta-analysis of individual meta-epidemiological summary results, because we will remove corre-
lated meta-analyses and trial results between the meta-epidemiological studies. Also, the inclusion 
of unpublished data will limit the risk of reporting bias. Additionally, the analyses will benefit from 
more statistical power than single meta-epidemiological studies. Combining multiple meta-epidemi-
ological study datasets is a labour-intensive process, and especially the work on identifying refer-
ences, classifying variables, and removing correlated meta-analyses and trials is time-consuming. 
Nevertheless, identifying eligible meta-analyses and extracting data from an equivalent sample of 
trials would take substantially longer, and our approach therefore allows us to obtain data from 
many more meta-analyses and trials that would not have been possible had we used a different ap-
proach. Moreover, the development of a common coding scheme for the COMFIT database will 
likely allow inclusion of more meta-analyses and trials that would have been possible if we had 
used published summary data only. Our procedures will ensure high data quality, for example by 
ensuring correct directionality in effect estimates.42 Finally, the database will provide an oppor-
tunity to investigate the potential dose-response relation of the impact of degree of commercial 
funding on estimated intervention effects as well as the possible association between risk of bias 
and source of funding. 

Nevertheless, there are some challenges. First, the definitions and coding criteria differ between the 
meta-epidemiological studies. For example, in some meta-epidemiological studies sole provision of 
free trial interventions by commercial companies is considered commercial funding, whereas in 
other meta-epidemiological studies it is not. As a consequence, non-commercially funded trials that 
received free trial interventions from commercial companies will be coded differently across meta-
analyses. Second, incomplete reporting of funding source43 and trial authors’ conflicts of interest44 
may introduce information bias. Third, some studies primarily investigate commercial funding, 
while other studies solely use commercial funding as a descriptive or adjustment factor. Therefore, 
data on funding source may be collected with different levels of detail depending on the study pur-
pose. 
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Despite a reduced risk of confounding in meta-epidemiological studies, findings from such studies 
may be influenced by residual confounding. The comparison of trials within meta-analyses may 
control imperfectly for type of participants, experimental intervention, and control.45 Moreover, 
other trial characteristics not controlled for by the within meta-analysis comparison may confound 
the association between commercial funding and estimated intervention effects.46 For example, trial 
sample size may be a confounder as commercially funded trials often have larger sample sizes25 and 
estimated intervention effects may differ according to trial sample size.47 

Furthermore, the sampling of trials included in meta-epidemiological studies is not random. The 
comparison is restricted to trials that are included in specific meta-analyses, and which include both 
trials with and without commercial funding. Meta-analyses from clinical areas with a very high or 
low prevalence of commercially funded trials may therefore not be included in the meta-epidemio-
logical studies.  

Finally, characterising trial intervention arms as experimental and control may be challenging. Er-
rors in labelling trial intervention arms may affect the overall estimate of impact in the meta-epide-
miological study.42 Only some of the included meta-epidemiological studies addressed this prob-
lem, for example by excluding head-to-head comparisons24 or restricting the inclusion to meta-anal-
yses of active interventions versus sham, placebo, or no intervention controls (e.g. standard care).28 

Comparison with other studies 
Our methods for the COMFIT study are based on experiences from the construction of a database 
used in the BRANDO study.16 Even though the methods used in the two studies are similar, there 
are some differences. For example, we had different approaches to handling correlated trial results. 
When different results from the same trial were included, the BRANDO study authors combined 
different treatment groups if appropriate (e.g. in a multi-arm trial where the same control group was 
compared with two different treatment groups, the two treatment groups were combined).16 Com-
bining treatment groups requires considerable resources and making somewhat subjective judge-
ments in regards to when it is appropriate to combine different treatments. Therefore, we plan to ex-
clude correlated trial results, accepting that it will reduce the COMFIT database sample size. Never-
theless, none of the approaches are likely to influence the results of the analyses based on the data-
bases. 

Potential implications for research and practice 
The COMFIT study is based on a willingness to share meta-analysis and trial data by the authors of 
the included meta-epidemiological studies. Many scientific journals have data sharing policies, but 
with wide variation in the requirements.48 Obtaining meta-analysis and trial data enables analyses 
that are not possible to do on the basis of published summary data. Our approach, procedures, and 
reflections may be useful for future investigations planning to combine primary data from multiple 
meta-epidemiological studies. 
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The revised Cochrane tool to assess risk of bias in randomised trials does not include commercial 
funding as a separate bias domain.49 The Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interven-
tions discourages the inclusion of commercial funding directly in the risk of bias assessments when 
conducting systematic reviews, as this would be inconsistent with the conceptual structure of the 
tool that is based on fundamental, independent bias mechanisms.50 However, a methodological 
study of 100 Cochrane Reviews reported that approximately 30% of the reviews incorporated infor-
mation on funding and authors’ conflicts of interest directly into the risk of bias assessment.51 

Currently, there is little practical guidance for how to tackle commercial funding and there is a need 
for a broader consensus on how information of funding source and authors’ conflicts of interest 
should be addressed in systematic reviews.52 On this basis, a formal Tool for Addressing Conflicts 
of Interest in Trials (TACIT) is under development.50 The COMFIT database will enable analysis of 
the potential interaction from the traditional bias domains on the association between commercial 
funding and estimated intervention effects. These findings will inform the debate. 

CONCLUSION 
We established a consortium for data sharing and initiated the development of a database combining 
meta-epidemiological study datasets to enable investigation of the impact of commercial funding on 
estimated intervention effects, statistically results, and conclusions in randomised clinical trials. The 
COMFIT database will enable comprehensive analyses with increased statistical power and a mark-
edly reduced risk of confounding and reporting bias. It will provide an opportunity to address possi-
ble dose-response relations of the impact of degree of commercial funding on estimated interven-
tion effects in randomised clinical trials as well as the possible association between commercial 
funding and risk of bias.  
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HIGHLIGHTS 

What is already known? 
- It is widely suspected that commercial funding impacts on results and conclusions of ran-

domised trials. However, this perception is based on methodological studies with a risk of 
confounding and reporting bias. In meta-epidemiological studies where trials are compared 
within meta-analyses the risk of confounding is markedly reduced. 

What is new? 
- We established a consortium for data sharing and initiated the development of the COMFIT 

database with the aim of investigating the impact of commercial funding on results and con-
clusions in randomised clinical trials. We included meta-analysis and trial data from 17 
meta-epidemiological studies including 728 meta-analyses and 6841 trials. 

Potential impact for Research Synthesis Methods readers outside the authors’ field 
- The COMFIT database will enable comprehensive analyses with increased statistical power 

and a markedly reduced risk of confounding and reporting bias. 
- Our approach, procedures, and reflections may be useful for future investigations planning 

to combine primary data from multiple meta-epidemiological studies.  
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Table 1. Variables in the COMFIT database 

COMFIT variable Definition Source of information and coding 
Funding and conflicts of interest variables 

Trial funding source Source of funding coded 
for each trial 

Meta-epidemiological study datasets. If not coded, 
we plan to categorise funding source based on verba-
tim extractions available in the datasets 

Risk of commercial 
funder influence 

Risk of commercial funder 
influence (low, high, or unclear) 
coded for each trial 

Meta-epidemiological study datasets 

Trial authors’ financial 
conflicts of interest 

Financial ties between trial 
authors and commercial 
companies coded for each trial 

Meta-epidemiological study datasets 

Outcome variables 

Estimated intervention 
effects 

OR, standard error, and 95% con-
fidence interval for each trial 

Meta-epidemiological study datasets and included 
meta-analyses. If not estimated, we plan to estimate 
OR from number of events, mean differences, or 
SMD available in the datasets. If direction of OR is 
not clear from the dataset, we plan to determine di-
rection based on the included meta-analyses 

Statistical results Favourability of the statistical re-
sults coded for each trial 

We plan to categorise results based on the meta-epi-
demiological study datasets 

Conclusions Favourability of the conclusions 
coded for each trial Meta-epidemiological study datasets 

Concordance between 
results and conclusions 

Agreement between results and 
conclusions coded for each trial Meta-epidemiological study datasets 

Co-variates for analyses 

Primary purpose of 
meta-epidemiological 
Study 

Purpose (e.g. investigating a dif-
ferent trial characteristic and ad-
justing for commercial funding) 
coded for each meta-epidemiolog-
ical study 

We plan to categorise purpose based on information 
available in the meta-epidemiological study publica-
tions 

Risk of biasa Low or high/unclear risk of bias 
coded for each trial Meta-epidemiological study datasets 

Type of systematic 
review 

Type of systematic review (e.g. 
Cochrane Reviews and non-
Cochrane Reviews) that each 
meta-analysis is included from 

We plan to categorise type of systematic review 
based on information available in the meta-epidemio-
logical study publications 

Clinical area Type of clinical area coded for 
each meta-analysis 

We plan to categorise clinical area based on the 
meta-epidemiological study datasets or publications 

Type of experimental 
intervention 

Type of experimental intervention 
(e.g. drug/device or non-
drug/non-device) coded for each 
meta-analysis 

Meta-epidemiological study datasets. If not coded, 
we plan to categorise intervention based on the meta-
epidemiological study datasets or publications 

Type of outcome 
Type of outcome (e.g. subjective 
or objective) coded for each meta-
analysis 

Meta-epidemiological study datasets. If not coded, 
we plan to categorise the outcome based on the meta-
epidemiological study datasets or publications 

Underlying hypothesis 
of analysis of outcomeb 

Outcome of the trial result related 
to measures of benefit or harms 
coded for each meta-analysis 

Meta-epidemiological study datasets. If not coded, 
we plan to categorise the hypothesis based on the 
meta-epidemiological study datasets or publications 

Number of analysed 
participants 

Number of analysed patients 
coded for each trial Meta-epidemiological study datasets 

aRisk of bias (operationalised by bias domains included in the Cochrane Collaboration’s tool for assessing risk of bias in ran-
domised trials53) in relation to sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding, incomplete outcome data, selective report-
ing, and overall risk of bias. BWhether the outcome is measured based on a hypothesis of benefit or a hypothesis of harm. 
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Table 2. Characteristics of meta-epidemiological studies in the COMFIT database 

First author 
and year Type of trialsa Type of trial outcomesb 

Number of 
meta-analyses 
(trials) 

Abraha 201524,54 General Mixed, binary 51 (326) 

Als-Nielsen 200325 General Mixed, binary 29 (370) 

Bafeta 201226 General Mixed, continuous 27 (298) 

Bialy 201427 Neonatal Mixed (mainly mortality), binary 24 (208) 

Bolvig 201828,55 Osteoarthritis Patient-reported pain, continuous 20 (140) 

daCosta 201329,56-59 Osteoarthritis Patient-reported pain, continuous 21 (292) 

Dechartres 20117 General Mixed, binary 48 (421) 

Dechartres 201630 General Mixed, binary 67 (322) 

Fuentes 202031,60-64 Physical therapy Mixed, continuous 43 (578) 

Haring 202032 Testosterone therapy Mixed, binary and continuous 19 (132) 

Hartling 201433 Pediatric Mixed, binary and continuous 17 (287) 

Janiaud 201834 Critical care Mixed (mainly mortality), binary 33 (369) 

Moustgaard 202035 General Mixed, binary and continuous 156 (1236) 

Saltaji 201636,65,66 Oral health Mixed, continuous 62 (523) 

Tsujimoto 202037 General Mixed, binary 35 (377) 

Unverzagt 201321,22 Critical care Mortality, binary 6 (32) 

Wang 202138,67-69 Chronic medical conditions Mixed (mainly mortality), binary 70 (930) 
aGeneral indicate that the meta-epidemiological study authors sampled trials from multiple specialties. bMixed out-
comes indicate that the meta-epidemiological study authors included trials regardless of their outcome measure and 
therefore investigated a sample of trials with a range of different outcomes 

 



Figure 1. Flow diagram of meta-epidemiological study inclusion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Records identified through PubMed, 
Embase, Cochrane Methodology 

Register, and other sources  
(n=11,476) 

Records after duplicates removed  
(n=7853) 

Titles and abstracts screened  
(n=7853) 

Records excluded  
(n=7719) 

Full-text articles assessed for 
eligibility  
(n=134) 

Full-text articles excluded 
(n=98) 

 

- No investigation of commercial funding 
(n=45) 

- Wrong study design (n=50) 
- Conference abstract of excluded study (n=2) 
- No investigation of relevant outcomes (n=1) 

Relevant studies identified (n=18 
studies reported in 36 publications) 

 

Studies included in the COMFIT 
database (n=17 studies reported in 

34 publications) 

Meta-analysis and trial data 
unavailable (n=1 study reported 

in 2 publications) 
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